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COME JOIN THE SERKIS
The actor/director explains how technology 
has had a profound impact on his career



 

TECHNOLOGY  

T he shift to IP comes with challenges both technical and 
operational. Once content and processing truly are situated 
in a multilayer IP framework, the opportunities afforded to 
the media company clearly outweigh all of those challenges. 

Still, every organisation making this move can save itself valuable time 
and money by navigating the IP transition carefully and correctly.

There are several dos and don’ts that can simplify the transition, ease 
growing pains associated with the adoption of new technologies and 
workflows, and help media companies leverage their IP investment 
more effectively.

DO DEVELOP A MIGRATION PLAN
Development of a migration plan is critical if a broadcaster or other 
media company is to transition to IP without compromising its 
ability to continue offering the services essential to the business and 
its customers. In creating such a plan, it is essential to identify the 
parts of the network can be transitioned first and which parts will be 
capable of supporting the business throughout the transition. One key 
to maintaining service continuity to minimising technology “islands” 
that might hinder service availability and assurance. A well-thought-
out architecture that considers the requirements needed in support of 
the broadcast services is fundamental to success. The migration plan 
should account not only for technical resources, but also for human 
resources. As with any major update across a broadcast operation, the 
shift to IP will have a significant impact on personnel.

DON’T OVERLOOK TRAINING PERSONNEL
The shift to IP can be a cultural shift for an organisation, and one 
that requires change — including new skill sets and knowledge. A 
fundamental challenge that comes with the IP transition — like the 
industry’s earlier analogue–digital and SD–HD transitions, among 
others — is the need to train existing personnel on the relevant aspects 
of new IP technology.

In other similar transitions, organisations have acquired expertise 
by means of bringing in personnel with experience in IP from other 
industries. In many cases, these employees had sound knowledge of IP 
but lacked relevant broadcast industry experience. Consequently, it can 
be necessary to train some staff in working with IP-based systems and 
to train others in the systems and workflows that drive organisations in 
the media and entertainment market.

DO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DEVICE INTELLIGENCE
In the IP realm, every element — cameras, receivers, displays, software, 
and more — is intelligent and addressable. Each has a name that can be 
used to identify and refer to it, classify its capabilities, and allow it to 
be authenticated so that it can use services in the network.

Some of the benefits and new capabilities are workflow automation 
as end devices can automatically register, advertise and “agree” on a 
common set of functionalities, operational cost reduction as manual 
intervention or interaction is minimised and reserved for exceptions, 
and ability to tailor the audience experience as media flows are 
addressable and interchangeable.
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While device intelligence offers a host of new opportunities for 
optimising workflow efficiency, it also necessitates robust management 
layers for effective control, as well as policies that govern the movement 
of content and data.

DON’T NEGLECT MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING TOOLS
Because the transition to IP introduces addressable entities across 
the network, the organisation’s monitoring, control, and reporting 
solutions must allow for remote, centralised operation. With these 
systems in place, along with robust management layers, it is possible 
to monitor systems and data across the network, and to ensure that 
exchanges between systems take place as they should. This capability is 
critical in the more complex world of IP traffic.

Monitoring in the SDI realm is relatively straightforward, largely 
because signals are confined to cables (and they stay there). When 
signals enter the IP network, however, they hit the switch along with 
numerous other flows. While each signal is routed independently, 
issues across the network can cause different flows to get mixed. The 
source of the problem can be hard to pinpoint without monitoring 
tools designed specifically for troubleshooting across IP networks. 
Consider, for example, the timing flows that are carried over the 
network along with media flows. Using PTP for synchronisation, these 
timing flows require tools capable of taping into the flow and extract 
information that confirms proper synchronisation across the network.

Effective monitoring of IP traffic is essential to maintaining the 
latency, quality of service, and high availability that contribute to 
positive customer experiences.

DO LEVERAGE CONTENT AND METADATA CREATIVELY
IP makes it easier for broadcasters to offer more data and better 
analysis. IP allows for more extensive analysis and richer viewing 
options. For a high-profile sports broadcast being shown around 
the world, IP makes it easy to replace a French- or English-language 
audio flow with a Greek, Spanish, or Japanese flow. Metadata from 
the broadcast can be leveraged to support in-game analysis, as well as 
archiving and searches within just minutes of the event.

Just name the sport, and data is being used to help convey the 
strategy behind player choices and the skills that are required of 
players, whether it’s a golfer’s club head speed or launch angle on 
the golf ball or the revolutions on football as it’s kicked. Consumers’ 
thirst for that kind of information will never be quenched. IP also 
supports greater viewer autonomy in selecting the feeds or angles they 
get to watch. Right now the technical director calls the shots, but in 
the long term, broadcasters will take advantage of the IP framework 
to give viewers the ability to select shots of interest. Looking even 
further ahead, adoption of artificial intelligence will open up amazing 
capabilities in terms of archiving and recalling specific content.

DON’T FORGET ABOUT SECURITY
While there are many benefits to working with addressable entities 
across an IP network, this shift also opens up potential vulnerabilities 
much like those associated with the public internet. To prevent 

security breaches or threats such as distributed denial of service 
attacks (DDOS), the organisation must create “walled gardens” for the 
network and implement other safeguards to protect it. Some of the 
safeguards start with asking vendors if they have done any vulnerability 
scanning on their devices and whether they have acted to mitigate any 
significant findings (some of these are very extensive, tens of thousands 
of tests). Examples of these vulnerabilities are: SSH logins and logins 
in general with default credentials, obsolete or “end of life” operating 
systems, and open ports that are not being used among many others.  

DO LOOK AHEAD TO FURTHER OPPORTUNITY
When a broadcaster or other media organisation makes the transition 
to IP, it is part of a larger wave that will transform the industry. The 
capabilities and opportunities enabled by IP will change the way 
content is delivered and consumed. The IP framework will support 
richer programming, greater interactivity and personalisation, and 
other advances that enhance viewer engagement and satisfaction. 
Dealing with immediate challenges may be a sometimes-painful 
necessity, but ultimately endless possibilities that come with IP will 
make the transition well worth the effort. n
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